We will hear from state Rep. John Ray Clemmons, chief future of AAUW and the work we do on behalf of all women.

This convention will address the systemic change that has hindered the success of faculty from diverse groups and change faculty demographics closer to the broader U.S. population.

In order to go and grow to the next level, it takes changing your life structure and the way you do things—permanently. Open the fact that you are great, you are awesome, and you have what it takes to be the best!

Tabling event encourages women to remove their makeup and embrace their natural beauty.

All events are free and open to the public unless otherwise indicated.

**CAMPUS SAFETY SUMMIT**

11:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m., Student Union Parliamentary Room

This Summit will comprise of Nonprofit Agencies, Universities, and Community. College’s students and staff from the state of Tennessee coming together to discuss, educate and invited local University Representatives and Programming for Power-based Violence (Stalking, Sexual Assault, Sexual Harassment, Dating Violence, Domestic Violence, Intimate partner violence and rape).

This event is co-sponsored by MTSU STOP Grant, Sexual Assault Center of Nashville, Tennessee Coalition against Domestic and Sexual Violence.

Contact: Amy Dean, Amy Dean@mtsu.edu

**TUNNEL OF OPPRESSION**

10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m., Tom Jackson Building

This interactive walk-through event will highlight temporary issues of oppression at the intersection of various communities. Various campus organizations and departments will be responsible for diverse booth/stations of the tunnel.

Contact: Joshua Rigby, LGBT@mtsu.edu
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